
 

New Jersey Turnpike Authority  

Engineering Department 

Order for Professional Services No. A3764 
Supervision of Construction Services for Site work at Service Areas 

On the New Jersey Turnpike and Garden State Parkway 
Phases 2 and 3 

 
Responses to Inquiries  

Request for Expressions of Interest 
 

 
1. Inquiry: The development of as-built plans will require home office drafting services. Do the current work hours include hours 

for that tasks?  If not, how should they be accounted for? 

Response:   HMS Host and Sunoco’s consultants will be providing the as-built plans. The selected firm will review the as-
builts to ensure they accurately reflect the final condition. 

2. Inquiry:   A Project Engineer is requested at the bottom of Page 2. Can you please clarify and/or confirm that a Project Engineer 
is not required. 

Response:    See Addendum No. 1.  

3. Inquiry:   Can you please confirm that a total of 4 resumes may be included in the proposal. 

Response:  See Addendum No. 1. 

4. Inquiry: Can you please define full-time inspection?  With the staffing estimate provided, it appears that each inspector will 
need to cover multiple sites. 

Response:  The Inspector will perform work, as needed, at multiple sites. The Staffing Estimate (Section V) includes 2 part-
time Inspectors.  

5. Inquiry:  Will the Authority accept the equivalent of vertical construction experience in lieu of a PE or NICET IV for the 
Resident Engineer? 

Response:  Similar experience as owner representative with 5 years of construction supervision experience is acceptable. 

6. Inquiry:  Will the Authority accept the equivalent of vertical construction experience in lieu of a NICET certification for the 
Inspector? 

Response:  Inspectors will be inspecting mostly site work such as paving and shall be certified by the N.J. Society of Asphalt 
Technologists.   

7. Inquiry:  Will there be a separate contractor from HMS Host and Sunoco to perform the $15 million scope of the site work? 

Response:  The General Contractors for HMS Host and Sunoco will hire a site subcontractor(s) at each location to perform 
the $15 million of Authority site work. 

8. Inquiry:  Will Consultants be reimbursed for toll expenses for our staff traveling between Service Areas during the day? 

Response:  Toll expenses will not be reimbursed per Section VI, Compensation Basis (Page 19 of 30 of the attachment to 
the RFEOI).  

9. Inquiry:  Who is responsible to provide a field office trailer for the Consultant’s use during Phase 2 and Phase 3?  Is this a 
reimbursable expense? 

Response:  A separate trailer will be provided where Authority Consultants will co-locate with HMS Host and Sunoco 
Consultants. 


